Sports Premium Grant 2019 – 2020
The Sports Premium must be used to fund additional and sustainable improvements to the provision of
PE and sport, for the benefit of primary-aged pupils, in the 2019 to 2020 academic year, to encourage
the development of healthy, active lifestyles.
For example, the funding can be used to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

hire qualified sports coaches to work with teachers
provide existing staff with training or resources to help them teach PE and sport more
effectively
introduce new sports or activities and encourage more pupils to take up sport
support and involve the least active children by running or extending school sports
clubs, holiday clubs and Change4Life clubs
run sport competitions
increase pupils’ participation in the School Games
run sports activities with other schools

Primary PE and Sports Premium 2019 - 2020
Total number of Bishopswood pupils
Number of pupils eligible for Sports Premium
Primary Sports Grant allocation

71
36
£16,360

Requirements of the Primary Sports Grant
Objectives of Sports
Premium

•
•
•
•

Total allocation of
Sports Grant funds

hire qualified sports coaches to work with teachers and pupils
provide existing staff with training or resources to help them teach
PE and sport more effectively
introduce new sports or activities and encourage more pupils to
take up sport
support and involve the least active children by running or
extending school sports clubs, holiday clubs and Change4Life clubs

£16,360

As a result of the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, the Department for Education took steps to relax the
ring-fencing arrangements for the PE and sport premium in the 2019 to 2020 academic year to allow any
unspent grant to be carried forward into the 2020 to 2021 academic year.

Summary and Record of Sports Grant Spending 2019 – 2020
Sporting Project

Objective

Cost

Relax Kids

To develop flexibility,
coordination,
balance and
strength.
To promote balance
and mental calm

£1800

The Playmaker Leadership Award

For pupils to engage
with mainstream
pupils, turn take ,
learn from and feel
part of the team.

£3601

PE Teacher inset Dance Training

To up skill and
develop confidence
in teaching dance
and have a good
knowledge of how to
differentiate to help
access for all pupils.
For all infants and
lower juniors to have
weekly access to
swimming sessions
developing a routine
to build water
confidence, water
safety and
enjoyment in the
pool.
For all junior pupils
swimming at Gillotts,
to follow and show
progress through the
Better Schools
Swimming Awards
programme and for
most pupils to have
weekly sessions

£187.50
+ £50
planning

Swimming at SC primary school

Swimming Lessons at
Gillotts

Hire of
pool
£1140

£770

Impact of PE Grant for Pupil
Outcomes

Pupils were able to work together, looked
forward to the sessions and were calmer
afterwards.
BW Pupils in year 5/6 looked forward to the
sessions and a few regular pupils from SC
started turning up each week. Pupils
started playing with and developing simple
skills together. This led to more interactions
and active play for the rest of the week
even when the coach wasn’t there to steer
them forward.
BW pupils in years 1/2 started developing
simple skills with the coach. These were
watched by the infants at SC and the plan
was to involve them more as the year
progressed. This was cut short due to
COVID-19
All LSAs attended an inset day on teaching
PE and specifically dance. They gained
more of an understanding of how to adapt,
motivate and enable more access for all.
Gymnastics training was booked but will
have to be rearranged for 2021
Infant pupils were able to enjoy weekly
sessions and all made progress and/or
achieved POPs targets and targets set by
the teacher each term.

2 swim teachers and our trained BW swim
teacher were able to lead 3 separate
groups swimming. 3 small groups rather
than one large group helped pupils feel
safer and develop their swimming skills.

Staff training
Train 2 teachers in Swim England’s
Teacher of School Swimming and
Water Safety

Horse-riding for Primary

Sports Equipment
Judo

Access to Bikeability & Velodrome

Junior pupils to attend Bell boating

Teachers teaching
swimming need to
have this training in
order to plan and
evaluate sessions to
comply with
Oxfordshire safe
practice in school
policy 2018
Pupils to learn to
engage with the
riding session,
accepting the safety
rules of wearing the
hat and sitting well.
Experiencing the
enjoyment of being
on a horse, and for
some pupils to learn
the basics of caring
for and controlling
the horse.
To broaden the
curriculum in order
to improve
inclusions for all and
to provide resources
to improve levels of
physical activity at
the lunchtime clubs
For more infants
learn to follow some
simple rules in the
session
And for Juniors to
learn to work in pairs
with their peers or
others
For some juniors to
develop safety
awareness whilst
riding bikes and
achieving level 1 or
2of a road riding
course
To enable pupils to
enjoy and
experience paddling
on the river.

£550

2 staff members trained at level1 so that
they can now support the swim teacher and
get in the water with pupils. Another
swimming course was booked for the level
2 swimming teacher qualification. This will
roll over to next year due to COVID-19

£1780

Sessions were very successful. 2 pupils in
particular who were struggling to come into
school at all learnt to ride and their fear of
horses dramatically reduced.
Next: We need to review pupils on the list
and decide who rides next term.
Teacher to contact RDA and ask what their
plans are.

£518.90

Pupils had additional equipment to keep
active outside, especially with the advice to
be outside more due to COVID.

£1400

Achieved, the majority of pupils enjoyed a
block of sessions in the primary
department. A year 6 pupil was also
supported to access a block of Judo
sessions on the secondary site.

£618

Sessions were cancelled due to COVID
Instead we ordered a green trike- @£420
and 2 junior bikes @£99 each.
Pupils have loved cycling on the
playground.

£200

Invoiced 14.1.20 £200 paid for morning
session
Session cancelled due to COVID-19, will be
rearranged in 20-21

Football club

To learn some basic
football skills with
the aim of eventually
being more active at
lunchtimes and at
home.

£1200

Initially pupils ran in all directions. Then
gradually there was more interest in the
ball and the game.
By year end of the year most pupils had an
idea that they could kick the ball rather
than just pick it up and throw it. A few
pupils were able to kick the ball towards
another person.

